
 
***Special Introductory Pricing*** 

Pricing is based off of a classic round floral design using eco-friendly sola wood flowers and 
simple greenery and filler. These are Wood & Word Blooms base pricing with this design in 
mind. All of our orders are custom made and pricing can vary. 
 
WEDDING PARTY  
Large Bouquet                                       12-14 inches     $100 

Medium Bouquet     9-10 inches     $80  

Small Bouquet    7-8 inches       $50 

Mini/Toss Bouquet    5-6 inches       $25 

Grooms Boutonniere                            Greenery/Filler +2 Flowers   $20   

Groomsmen Boutonniere                    Greenery/Filler +1 Flower      $15   

Ring Bearer Boutonniere                     Greenery/Filler +1 Flower      $12   

Corsage     Simple+3 Flower  $20   Fancy +5 Flowers $25 

Bridal Flower Crown    Greenery/Filler 10+ Flowers &  Accents Starting at $50 

Simple Flower Crown                           Minimal Greenery/Filler +7-9 Flowers    $35 

Bridal Hair Pins                                      Set of 5 Minis    Flower only  $12    +Filler or Accent 
$20 

Bridal Hair Clip    Minimal Greenery/Filler +1 Flower $15   

Bridal Hair Comb    3 Flowers +Greenery/Filler/Accent   $30 

ADDITIONAL BOUQUET STYLES    

Boho/Wild Bouquet                             Starting at $125 

Cascading Bouquet   Starting at $150 



 
   * Prices vary depending on size, greenery/filler , and flowers desired. If you have an  
      inspiration picture, contact me and I can get you a quote.    

 
ADD ON OPTIONS 
Book Page Flowers (or sheet music, poem, comics, paper of any kind) - $5+/bouquet  

  * Package deals available if you are looking to incorporate our signature book page flowers  
     throughout your wedding flowers and decor. 

Flower Bling/Pearls - $10+/bouquet 

  * Price will depend upon your choice of accent (Swarovski crystals, floral pearls, brooches,  
     etc. Let me know what you have in mind and I will give you a quote. 

 
HANDLE OPTIONS 
Basic  (wire stems showing & wrapped in twine or basic ribbon)  - INCLUDED 

Premium (wire stems covered by bouquet grass/straw) - $5/bouquet 

   * Contact me for more options & pricing, such as cut rose stems, twigs, etc. 

Burlap Wrap  - $2/bouquet 

Burlap & Lace Wrap - $3/bouquet 

Lace Wrap - $5/bouquet 

  * You may also supply your own lace/fabric from your dress or other special garment as a  

     wrap for the bridal bouquet 

Bling Wrap Accent  - $1/bouquet 

 

   



 
DECOR    

Centerpieces                                         $25-$150+ 

    * Prices vary depending on size, flowers, greenery/fillers, and containers desired 

Table Swag/ Arch Top   $100 - $200 

Flower Covered Letters   Starting at $50 (depending on size) 

Cake Flowers   Starting at $20 (for topper only) 

Other items available include Heart Boards, Flower Accents for Signs, Lantern Flowers, 
Flower Garlands, Flower Walls, and anything flower covered you can dream. Contact me for a 
quote. 

 
 
  
  
  
 


